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cargo-sales@ancra.com
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Advanced System That Improves Freight Loading Efficiency, Reduces Damage Freight Claims and Maintenance Costs, and Improves Driver and Forklift Operator’s Safety & Satisfaction
faster.

- Beams are adjusted remotely. Forklift operator stays on forklift
- Load a truck 20% faster than with manual systems
- Efficient loading time improves customer service
- Reduced load cost per shipment

safer.

- No need to climb over freight to move beams
- Eliminate damaged freight caused by adjusting beams
- Beams disconnect from drive mechanism when contacting freight or persons to prevent damage or injury

easier.

- Beams move into place at the push of a button
- Improved system utilization increases revenue
- Trailer up time increased though proper system use

reliable.

- System will cycle up to 50 times on one battery charge
- AutoDeck will operate manually in the absence of power
- Rugged design means similar maintenance costs as manual systems

*Pre-production model shown. Composite trailer system in development.